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What does it mean to be a citizen of the kingdom of Heaven? Matthew's gospel opens with three

chapters containing Jesus' longest recorded message â€“ a sermon given to His disciples early in

His ministry to articulate what the life of a Christ-follower would look like.
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The content is good, but unless you plan to buy the videos to go with it as well it won't be as helpful.

Some of the questions are directly related to the video and are hard to follow without it.

Easily one of the top 5 bible studies I've ever done. Jen does an excellent job guiding you through

the text and encouraging you to explore the words on your own through defining words, prayer, and

context. (read: no commentaries allowed!) Although familiar, the Sermon on the Mount is a treasure

trove of deeply intimate truths of scripture that could easily be overlooked because of its familiarity.

Don't let it be so! Prepare to dig deep, wrestle with the unknown & watch as Jesus speaks some of

his most important words on earth. Mind-blowingly good, grounded in solid theology - this is a study

every Christian should go through.

I led a group of women using this study and there were mixed reviews. Two of the ladies really liked

the study, but two others had a very negative reaction to it (two others couldn't keep up with the

homework at all). The negative comments I received were about the homework questions,



specifically, that they were hard to answer...they felt that the author did this purposefully so that she

could explain in the video portion of the study (especially since the author asked participants not to

read commentaries etc). In the end I had to cancel the group as the ladies who didn't like the

material killed it for the others in the group. Very sad. I know of another group of women who used

the study and they weren't so frustrated by the homework.

This is by far the best Bible study I've participated in so far. I highly recommend it for all Christians. I

feel confident it will deepen your faith and understanding in Christ and His will for us.

If you are looking for a true "Bible" study, then this is your book! Jen Wilkin is more concerned about

teaching the Word than about giving her opinion. We are doing this study with a group of 10 ladies

and we love it!

An "aha" moment study that leads the reader to much self-examination. I enjoyed the book even

without the ability to see the DVD lessons, which I look forward to seeing soon. It pulls the segments

of the Sermon on the Mount into one cohesive, thought-provoking teaching. I highly recommend this

study for new Christians AND those who are thoroughly trained!

Excellent study. Jen Wilkin does a great job bringing the Sermon on the Mount together as a

cohesive 3 chapters from Matthew and not as just bits and pieces like we usually see it taught.

No bible study has impacted my wife the way this one has... Buy it now!
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